HBPOA
Various Comments from Questionnaire of Jan. 27, 2013 as of May 5, 2014
Maximum building volume per lot ?
Cell tower: how can there be a real need for a 2nd phone tower on shelter island
Invasive plant & vines: we should do volunteer cutting with some training & safety
It is humane to keep the deer population down, so they don’t die of starvation
Prefer they be sterilized, when herd becomes to large
I would like to see the woods cleared & less building in Hay Beach
Public health issue, 3 generations of Lyme disease, fences no good
Clean streets. It generally takes until June/ July before the town sweeps-up excess sand from previous
winter. This is unsightly and dangerous
Concerns:
o Close proximity to a number of homes
o Full visibility from roads- popular route joggers and bikers
o Massive size tower placed in quiet residential area
o Lack of any testing
o Impact on public safety and welfare and the aesthetic resources of the community or code
requirements
o Town code calls for towers to be erected only as necessary to provide adequate service
o Has the existing tower been studied with an eye to enhance or booster its capability
o Have other locations more remote been considered and reasons for rejection been fully vetted
Would want to know more about this cell tower, how it would affect the landscape of the immediate
area. There are lovely homes on Cobbett’s Lane that might find this objectionable
I am against spray Permethrin as I am concerned about the effects on humans, animals, children, as the
spray can get into the water. Use caution.
Glad you are giving serious attention to over population of deer and disease spread by tick. Also in favor
of tick tubes
Permethrin not near the bay
Birth control yes, but not by hunting or killing the deer
100% against another cell tower on this beautiful island, small receptors can be put on telephone poles if
necessary. We have one too many cell towers as it is. 4-poster deer program is 99.5 % effective when
implemented properly. The Permethrin does not go that far into the ground and dissipates very quickly.
It is a proven successful method of controlling the ticks on deer
Menhaden Lane needs better maintained below the driveway on right side going towards the water.
Storm damage has taken its toll here.
No more new swimming pools. I am sure people refill at night with their garden hose. Controlled
burning of leaves would kill ticks.
Thank you for a most informative compilation of opinions and facts of interest to all residents. Culling
herd through extending hunting locally only (local hunters) limited use of Permethrin. Appearance of
peoples front yards- discourage children’s slides, toys & other items in front yards- lots are large enough
to delegate items to rear. Revisit rerouted water at foot of Highberry lane. Return it to its original

location to avoid dangerous berum in front of steam restore the beach area to its former size &
accessibility/
I think one tower will lead to another and so forth and we will begin to be more urban than rural
We have eliminated as much deer as possible. Feeding them corn promotes fertility and increase deer
population. I do not support cell tower for better communication. Can we get other bids?
The presentation you guys sent to the membership is excellent. It seems to me that a compelling need
has to be established before proceeding (cell tower). Also competitive bid process is essential.
This is a serious health problem that needs to be addressed (deer/ tick control). Without sprinklers hoses
would be used constantly. Sprinklers should be restricted by days & hours.
We cannot get cell service in our home, I would like some improvement to the existing tower
Health issues should be of paramount concern. To my knowledge, there should be enough local hunters
to cull the deer and control the population. The past year we had the 4 posters seemed to make a
positive difference. The aquifer is very important to protect and maintain. Shelter Island’s beautiful and
does not need emerald green lawns to improve it. Concerned about possible 150’ cell phone tower on
Cobbett’s. It has many health concerns and certainly would be very ugly. Not convinced that it is
necessary for that location.
Allow the new cell tower. We need the service and the revenue
Leave the deer alone. We purchased on Shelter Island to enjoy nature, including the deer
Speed limit should be lowered from 35 to 30 mph
Need landing Stairs at Dawn Lane. Ban Hunting
The herd needs to be culled in Hay Beach
No to 4-poster, why feed the deer as well as all the other critters. Cull the herd periodically and save $$
Deer/Tick control biggest problem on Shelter Island

